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Author's Preface

The story of the founding and development of Thundersley Methodist Church,
like that of other village causes in the Rochford Hundred area, is one of a vision that at
first seemed impossible to realise. The area consisted of mud tracks leading to scattered
cottages; but when Mr. George Brittain retired form his business in London, he saw the
potential of this neighbourhood. He bought an area of land north of Tarpots and carne
to live near to his acquisition. With other Methodists he shared the vision of establishing
a church.

Here, as in such similar situations as Hockley and Belfairs,only a level of commitment
that overcame formidable obstacles resulted in an ongoing work being established. Those
who read this story of Thundersley Methodists, are likely to feel ashamed of any claims
they make about commitment to the church. Complaints about the inconvenience of
serving the cause of Christ today, can be seen in perspective as this story unfolds.
Apart from George Brittain who was obviously a man of some substance, those who
gathered with him were people of humble means, though some possessed rich personal
gifts.

How these pioneers would rejoice to see what God has wrought! And if the gifts
and expertise of the members of the church today, are matched by a level of commitment
seen in the beginning, the.prospect.for the future could be bright with hope. As in
other local histories, I have asked that we may include here a list of occupations and
interests of the church members. These details, provided by Kathy Burrell, will give
future generations an insight into the composition of the church towards the end of the
20th century. There are several described as retired, but their previous employment as,
for instance, a nurse, labourer, crane driver or accountant indicates the breadth of skills
and experience. It is striking that at this time most of the members are in employment.
There are two civil servants, a design engineer, a lecturer, a bank employee, a care
assistant, a nanny, two students of whom one is in architecture and the other teaching,
a Home help and a shop assistant. There are several housewives and pensioners. Their
interests vary, such as keep-fit and dance, badminton and tennis, local history, docks,
sewing, cooking, flower arranging and calligraphy. Several mention music as their
main interest.

What Thundersley Methodist Church demonstrates is that it is God who plants
churches, and who grants the vision and inspiration to make it possible. It is a moving
experience to research the story and a privilege to tell it.



Anyone visiting Thundersley
Methodist Church for the first time, and
seeing the character of the area migh t
suppose that it was typical of mid-
twentieth century development. There are
no immediate signs of history. And it is
true that the area in which the church is
situated has frequently been referred to
as New Thundersley. This distinguishes
it from-"the old village" which is
characterised by the parish church of St.
Peter's.

Although it is not by intention or fact
a definitive history of Thundersley, a little
book, The Ancient Parish of Thundersley,
Essex, by the Rev. E.A.B. Maley, who was
instituted as rector in 1916,contains some
immensely interesting historical facts. He
records that the church began to be built
about 1120, but the history of the place
goes back much earlier. Of special interest
in writing this history of Methodism in
Thundersley, is th~ discovery that in lyin_g
close to Rushbottom Lane, it occupies a
site which has interesting historical
associations. Even before maps were
printed, this lane was an extension of
Church Road and connected to a kind of
circular road which joined at the
Carpenter's Arms, Rawreth. When this
developed as a turnpike it passed the
Woodman's Arms and went on to
Southend. "Along this portion the Stage
coach passed" wrote Maley. Of anecdotal
interest is the fact, according to Maley,
that when Sir Malcolm Campbell was
testing his "Blue Bird" for an attempt on
the world land speed record, he drove it
round the steep right angled bend on the
hill near St. Peter's Church at 105miles an
hour. John Wesleytravelled more sedately
on horseback or by chaise, so that on a
journey from London to Old Leigh he
might have travelled on aroad that passed
through Thundersley.

Names and their meaning
The name Thundersley or Thunreslau

goes back to the pre-Norman period, to
"the times of rugged beauty and romance,
even before history began". Maley throws
more light on this origin. "as the name
occurs in Doomsday Record, "lau" is
supposed to refer to a tumulous or mound.
There is some support for this view in the
Thundersley area, for there are a number
of mounds, such as Furzzy Mount near
the church; the eminence on which Jarvis
Hall stands; and a very important one in
Coombe Wood". These are not geological
formations, but were cast up by manual
labour, for peaceful purposes, before
people began to raid each other and build
castles on them, as at Raleigh and
Hadleigh. The ridge on which St. Peter's
church stands may have been so built,
though tradition has it that the god of
Thunder was buried there. Various
customs were established in connection
with this supposed interment.

The Doomsday Book which was
completed in 1086states that Thundersley
at that time had a priest and so many
villeins. This marked it out as a place of
importance. At that time Thundersley
Manor was in the possession of Sweyne,
whose father was Robert Fitzmark of
Norman extraction, but his name was
Anglicised toWimarc. He was a supporter
of the confessor and one of his standard
bearers. After the Battle of Hastings the
Conqueror confirmed to him all his
possessions ofwhich Thundersley formed
a part. Wimarcwas living in Thundersley
in 1076 but died soon after and his son
Sweyne succeeded him. The Manor of
Thundersley retained close links with the
Crown and this found expression in the
Coat of Arms which hangs in the church.
The date was 1660,but the order requiring
loyalty to the Crown was not widely



observed and another order was issued in
1715. The fact that Thundersley
responded to the earlier order indicates
its spontaneous loyalty.

Maley refers to the interesting fact
that although the parish was referred to
as St. Peter's, originally it was known as
St. Michael's. When Maley was instituted
in 1916 the Bishop of Barking asked him
to look into this matter and discover the
reason for it. He gives a detailed account
of his investigations. Stated simply, the
policy of Rome around 1230was to name
new churches St. Peter. Thundersley
Church was destroyed by fire in 1209,and
when it was rebuilt was renamed St.
Peter's. There have always been close ties
between St. Peter's and St. Michael's at
Daws Heath. However, this connection
has little relevance to the story of
Methodism, since the development of the
Methodist Church in New Thundersley
was at the other end of the parish.

Origins of Methodism
For an account of what are believed

to be the origins of Methodism in
Thundersley, we rely on some notes
written in connection with the celebration
of the Diamond Jubilee in 1985. Before
the building of the first chapel in 1924,
meetings for prayer and praise were held
in the kitchen ofMr. and Mrs. Dear's farm
on the south-west side of Tarpots corner.
The numbers increased and in
conversation with Mr. George Brittain,
Mrs. Dear suggested there was need for a
Nonconformist church in the area. When
the superintend en t minister of the
Southend Wesleyan circuit was consulted,
he and the circuit officials promised
support for the project. As we have noted
in the Preface, Mr. Brittain had purchased
an area of land north east ofTarpots. Two

of the roads he designa ted by names
perpetuating his business interests in
London. One was Lambeth Road and the
other was Kennington Avenue, where the
Methodist church now stands. His
response to Mrs. Dear was to suggest
loaning a marquee which was erected on
his land. The marquee was furnished with
chairs and a harmonium in expectation of
their future use in a Methodist chapel.

Services were first held in the
marquee in May 1924. The summer which
followed was one of the wettest on record.
No doubt this was in the mind of the
Methodist Local Preacher of Clifftown
Road, Southend, Mr. H.B. Cooper, who
wrote a poem about that period, one line
of which read "Then there was a drought
for half-an-hour". The author of the
"Notes" about Thundersley described the
scene. "Clad in sou'westers and
Wellingtons the congregation squelched
their way fito the marquee and took their
places in the rows of chairs which sank
into the ground as they sat down". Mrs.
Dear was one of the most regular
worshippers, accompanied by her son
Bert, who became the first society steward.
For many years he and his wife Lucy gave
their time and energies to the Methodist
cause. "Somehow or other Mr. A. Gillot
managed to coax music out of the
harmonium which stood for most of the
summer in a pool of water". As summer
was overtaken by the dark nights of
autumn, services were held by the light
of lamps. At the entrance to the marquee
stood a row of hurricane lamps which,
together with torches, were the only
means of light the worshippers had on
their way to and from the service.

The first Harvest Festival, corning at
the end of a dismal summer, was a
specially joyful occasion. A localcarpenter
erected a large stand for the display, which
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included prize chrysanthemum blooms
grown by Mr. Gillot, who was a retired
policeman. On the Saturday night, he
surprised a group of Scouts from Rayleigh
who were on guard watching the harvest
produce. At. 2 a.m. they heard footsteps.
The flaps of the marquee opened and Mr..
Gillot'svoice out of the darkness said, "Just
brought you a cup of Cocoa, boys". The
services next day were conducted by the
Rev. Thomas ("Tommy") Martin, minister
of Rayleigh who had taken Thundersley
under his wing. Undaunted by the muddy
tracks, he rode his motorbike round the
area visiting and carrying children in his
sidecar to Sunday school. Ecumenical
relations were not as cordial as they are
now. The rector of Thundersley
complained to the Superintendent minister
that the young minister was visiting his
parishioners.

More that a marquee was
needed

When the winter came, somewhere
more permanent and dry had to be found.
A large room was provided in the office
of George Brittain and Son at Tarpots
corner. A fire "burning merrily in the grate
greeted members of the congregation and
set the tone for the service of warmth and
fellowship". The room was also used for
concerts in aid of the building fund for
the new church, which was under
construction in Kennington Avenue. For
the stonelaying ceremony of the new
church the marquee came into use again
for a service of thanksgiving. The
preacher, the Rev. Dr. Alfred Sharp, the
Chairman of the District, took as his text -
"I am proud of the gospel". These words
from the Revised version of the Biblewere
afterwards emblazoned on the wall of the
church behind the pulpit.

Of course, there was rejoicing at the
opening of the chapel, but Thundersley
was still one of the outposts of the circuit.
The roads were still unmade, houses were
few and II darkness covered the ground"
on autumn and winter evenings. Local
preachers from Southend and Leigh often
faced a miserable journey. The experience
of Mrs. Henderson of Southend on her
first visit to Thundersley, is recounted.
Alighting from the bus at Tarpots corner,
she crossed the road, but instead of
turning right for Kennington Avenue, in
total darkness, she found herself at the
bottom of a deep ditch in Rushbottom
Lane. Emerging, covered with mud and
badly shaken, she knocked on the door
of Mrs. Evelyn Brittain's house and
revealed her plight. There was much
anxiety among the stewards and members
of the congregation when it was plain that
the preacher was not going to be on time
for the service. The organist Mr. Wesley
Parkes played a hymn and then another
and as the congregation were singing "To
those who fall, how kind thou art", Mrs.
Henderson appeared. Having been given
a new rig-out and a cup of tea, she was
ready to proceed with the service.

An early development in the church
life at Thundersley was the discovery of
people with musical talent. Mrs. Evelyn
Brittain, an accomplished contralto, used
her gifts to form and train a choir. People
emerged who could play musical
instruments and others who were willing
to learn. This feature of church life
received considerable impetus from two
local musicians, Mr. Garvin and Mr.
Abraham, one playing the trombone and
the other the cello, who were members of
BBCorchestras. With their zeal for making
music the New Thundersley Orchestra was
formed under the conductorship of Mr.
Jack Hoy, and with Mr. Dick Brittain as
secretary. Evening services were led in
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singing by the choir, orchestra and organ.
With such musical talent, concerts were
given and musical teas were frequently
held. Two notable performers were Mr.
Brubbs Bridge and Miss Peggy Mount,
who became one of Britain's best known
entertainers, not least in TV roles. One
of the popular weekday activities in the
summer was tennis, played on a court
marked out on the land adjoining the
church.

The church grows
When the Rev. "Tommy" Martin and

his wife moved to another circuit this
seemed a grievous loss, but the
foundations had been laid for an ongoing
work. The Sunday school grew in
numbers and, unhappily for the tennis
club, their land was taken for the erection
of the "Hall of Youth ". With the new
premises clubs were formed for various
age groups, Girl Guide and Brownie
groups were formed and the Wesley Guild
flourished. The church showed some
imagination when what was to be called a
"Woolworthian Bazaar" was planned. The
name was changed to a "Sixpenny
Bazaar", when it was suggested the event
might be in breach of copyright!
Everything sold at the bazaar did not
exceed sixpence. This included sample
pots of jam, polish and other items
donated by leading firms. Aprons, dusters
and similar products were made by church
members. The proceeds amounted to £50
which was thought to be very satisfactory.

The time came when the Sunday
services lacked the lustre of former times.
The writer of the reminiscences, from
which so much anecdotal material has
been culled, recalled that on one occasion
the attendance was seven, including the
preacher and the organist. Despite the

poor congregations and often a problem
of transport, local preachers were faithful
in the appointments, What some lacked
in brevity they made up for in fervor. One
brother "entreated the Lord in prayer for
twenty minutes, followed by a long
sermon!". One bank holiday weekend a
company of the boys Brigade from
Lambeth camped in the field adjoining the
church. At 11am, they were all assembled
in the church for a service which included
a sermon of forty-five minutes. It was
12.45 pm before they were released.

Recovery
The arrival of the Rev. Percy Bannister

to take pastoral charge of Thundersley
marked the beginning of something of a
recovery of church life. By the end of the
1930's chairs had to be placed down the
aisles to accommodate the congregation
on a Sunday evening. A strong Sisterhood
was a feature of the church's life; and the
uniformed organisations seemed to be
flourishing. The Girls' Club provided one
humorous incident. One Shrove Tuesday
the interest and appetite the girls focused
on pancakes. The demonstrator, Mr.
Muriel Hackford, was sitting in the
passenger seat of her sister's car clutching
a large bowl of batter. It was a dense fog
that night. Approaching Kennington
Avenue the driver turned left too soon.
The car spent the night in the ditch!
Inevitably there were fewer pancakes
made that evening than had been planned.

The outbreak of the second world war
seriously affected the life of the church.
Children were evacuated to Wales; but
children from London were evacuated to
Thundersley. Times of services had to be
changed. After morning Sunday school
and the service, the Sunday school met
again at 2 pm with what used to be the
evening service following at 3 pm. For
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those prepared to make their way in total
darkness in the blackout, there was an
evening fellowship meeting. By this time
the original Southend-on-Sea and Leigh-
on-Sea Wesleyan Methodist circuit had
been divided into two. This separation
took place in 1926. Thundersley was
included in the Southend-on-Sea (Leigh)
circuit, soon to be called the Leigh-on-Sea
circuit. One of the first actions of the new
circuit was to adopt an extensive
programme of "Pioneer Work and church
building adventures". The record of this
programme, covering the period 1926 to
1933was published.

The report began, "It was in 1925
whilst the Rev.J. H. Maddock was residing
at Rayleigh that the thought so often
cherished by a few aggressive spirits
crystallised into a scheme for dividing the
circuit into two. The scheme eventually
matured, and received the approval of the
Conference in 1926,with Wesley Church,
Leigh-on-Sea as-the h-ead -of--tll~-l"lew
circuit. The main reason for this division
was to make more adequate provision for
the rapid migration of people from London
into the adjacent new areas". In fact, "the
call of these new populations was heard
by the old circuit, and the first response
was the erection of a new school-church
at New Thundersley". This had been built
in 1925at a cost of £1,943. At that time,
said the report, "the resources of the
undivided circuit were affluent". At the
same time, exceptionally large grants were
available from Connexional funds for
pioneer work.

Early records
In view of the completion of the new

church at Thundersley, one of the most
interesting documents preserved in the
original Trustees' minute book, is the
detailed account of the Circuit Advance

,
Scheme for the Southend and Leigh
Wesleyan Circuit. This scheme was set
up to finance new building projects and
was responsible for funding the first
Wesleyan church at Thundersley. The
statement attached to the minutes of the
first Trustees' meeting on the 14th
November 1924 gives a complete
breakdown of the various sources of
income and expenditure. The list of
personal donations amounting to
£402.18.0., contains sixty-five names with
gifts ranging from £50 to five shillings. A
special Sunday collection was taken
throughout the circuit which realised
£177.19.1.and the proceeds of the Stone-
laying amounted to £175.15.4.; a further
£88.19.5.was raised at the opening on the
6th May 1925. Before the statement was
made up, gifts and collections brought in
another £142.9.1. There had been what is
referred to as the First Advance Scheme,
which was added and this amounted to
£341.18.9. Altogether, including a London
Mission grant of £250 and one from the
WesleyanChapel Committee of £205there
was left outstanding £350. The main items
on the expenditure side were cost of land
£70;cost of building, lighting, heating and
fencing etc. £1,739.0.10. Architect's fees
were £99. With various sundry items the
total expenditure was £1,943.8.3. These
are interesting figures to compare with
those of the church opened in 1994!

The first meeting of the original
Trustees was held on the 14th November
1924 for the purpose of deciding to
nominate and appoint a body of Trustees.
A meeting to make the appointment was
held on the 17th December 1924,with the
Rev. Richard Kennedy, Superintendent
minister of the Southend and Leigh circuit
presiding. There were two continuing
Trustees who had been appointed to hold
the property after its purchase. They were
WilliamHenry Bolton ofLeigh-on-Sea and
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John Crowle Smith of Rayleigh. Fourteen
new Trustees were appointed in addition
to the two continuing Trustees. To list
their occupations throws an interesting
light on the sort of people involved in the
venture. Of course, for the most part they
were not connected with the cause at
Thundersley. The two original Trustees
were respectively a company secretary and
a company director. The newly appointed
ones consisted of two builders, two retired
police officers, an insurance
superintendent and an agent, a civil
engineer, a newspaper illustrations
manager, a master printer, two company
secretaries, a florist, a merchant and a
mantle manufacturer.

Plans for a new church
At this meeting the plans of a new

church were laid before the Trustees and
discussed. It was agreed to accept the
tender of £1,592 from Messrs. George
Brittain and Sons. When the Trustees met
on the 4th March 1925 it was decided to
insure the church by an "All-in" policy
with the Wesleyan Methodist Trust
Assurance Co. for the sum of £1,800
starting from the 1st May 1925.
Arrangements for the opening of the
church were agreed. The opening
ceremony would be followed by a service
conducted by the Rev. Ensor Walters,
secretary of the London Mission
committee. Buses would then take people
to Leigh Wesley Church for tea and "a
great circuit rally" in the evening. Tucked
away in the minutes of this meeting was
an item of considerable interest - "A vote
was taken re Methodist Union. Result as
follows: 6 present, 2 for, 3 against, one
neutral". Finally it was agreed to ask the
Rayleigh leaders' meeting to form a
Thundersley leaders' mee~ing.

The main business of a Trustees'

meeting on the 15th January 1926was to
settle the church building fund. The
minutes record that "in the absence of the
circuit stewards, owing to severe weather,
the full statement of accounts could not
be presented". There was relief when the
Trustees were informed that £50 was in
hand towards. paying the sum of £400 into
the "Circuit Advance Fund". This was an
early and unintentional anticipation of a
term that after the Methodist Church Act
1976 had a very precise meaning, but
before that time had not been in general
use. Itwas decided that authority be given
to the Trust officers, including the local
minister, after the passing of the accounts
at the annual Trustees' meeting the
following week, to negotiate the loan
required. There is an interesting little
detail in the minutes of a meeting on the
15th January 1927 - "It was proposed to
ask Madam Jessie Strathearn to the chapel
anniversary". It is particularly interesting
because this well known mezzo-soprano
used to travel the country giving recitals,
usually taking her own grand piano with
her. Where did she put it if she came to
Thundersley?

Literally a new leaf was turned over
in the minute book in 1933, which was a
year after Methodist Union. This, too,
was reflected in an enforced error in the
minutes for the 17th February 1933. The
secretary wrote the word "Wesleyan" at
the beginning, then realised the mistake,
crossed it out and put "Methodist". It
was reported that the debt on the church
the previous year was £205.16.4., but by
applying for grants of £45from the General
Chapel Fund, £50 from the London
Mission and Extension Fund, a gift of £50
from an anonymous donor and £5 from
"a friend", a total of £150 was available
which would clear the debt. A special
resolution of thanks was recorded for the
chairman (Rev. J.J. Maddock) for the part
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he had played in securing this result. A
continuing financial item in the minutes
was a reference to a bequest of £100which
had been left to the church in 1928byMrs.
Fey. This was invested with the Lambeth
Savings Bank together with the accrued
interest.

Soon after the Rev. J.H. Hocken
succeeded the Rev. J.H. Maddock as
Superintendent in 1933,it was decided that
the Thundersley Trust should again be
renewed. The meeting for the choice and
appointment of new Trustees was held on
the 6th December 1934. Itwas decided to
increase the number to nineteen. Six
Trustees were prepared to continue. The
new appointments were filled by people
whose occupations were described as
gentlemen (three), assistant secretary,
spinster, draper and outfitter, contractor,
pensioner, grocer's assistant, grocer's
manager, clerk, company secretary and
monumental mason.

Lay leadership
No project such as building a church

from scratch, can be achieved without lay
leadership. This was certainly true of
Thundersley. Among them none was
more prominent than Alderman George
Brittain; indeed it is probably more true
to say that he was "above" them rather
than "among" them. Thundersley was
"Mr. Brittain's chapel". He had come from
London and retained strong connections
there, especially at the Lambeth Mission.
He was a building contractor. It is clear
from the minutes of Thundersley church
that he also had wide experience of
Methodism. Invariably, for example, it
was left to him to find a special preacher
for events such as the chapel anniversary.
Frequently things were left in his hands.
In 1935 a request was made from the

Scouts and Guides for the erection of a
haJl for weekday activities. The request
was made because the organisations
thought it was undesirable to carry on such
activities in the church. The Trustees
decided steps should be taken to make
such a provision; "and the matter was left
in the hands of Alderman Brittain". At
the Trustees meeting on the 31st January
1936. "It was reported that the building
was completed at a cost of £470, the
present debt being £131.18. less promises
met from the London Mission and Chapel
Committee amounting to £72, leaving a
deficit of £59.18. The chairman was
authorised to insure the building for £600.
Thanks were expressed to Alderman
Brittain for his work in connection with
the "Hall of Youth". In 1941 he was
thanked again for a generous gift which
enabled the year to close free of debt.

Future development
When the annual Trustees' meeting

for 1943was held on the 12th February, it
was announced that during the year a
special fund had been opened for the
future development of Thundersley
Methodist Church, and that already the
fund had £33in hand. Thereafter, a report
was given on how much was in the fund.
It took on a new dimension when at the
annual Trustees meeting in 1946 the
chairman, the Rev. Greville P. Lewis,
suggested that a new site should be sought
in view of "the somewhat hidden position
of the church". He raised this matter later
at the circuit Finance and Invitation
committee on the 14th November 1946.
The present building was restricted in
position and prospects by buildings
erected since the church was built. The
buildings were factories on both corners
ofKennington Avenue in which the church
was situated. The Superintendent said
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that the outlook of the Thundersley society
both in respect of the site and the desire
for a minister to live in the area, had for a
long time exercised the minds of the circuit
stewards. After many endeavours and
much consideration, the localTrustees had
given.their blessing to the purchase of a
piece of land about 300yards fromTarpots
corner in the direction of Benfleet. With
a frontage of 200ft and a depth of 400ft,
the plot should suffice for a church and a
manse at a cost for the land of £1,500. The
Thundersley Trustees had left negotiations
to Mr. George Brittain.

It would appear from the minutes of
the circuit finance and invitation
committee and those of the Trustees
meeting, that both were held on the same
evening of the 14th November 1946 at
Leigh Wesley Church. The facts were
recorded in the same terms. Mr. Brittain
described his negotiations and said that
the vendor had offers from other sources.
This gave urgency to the need for a
decision. The Circuit Committee endorsed
the action taken and understood that the
proceeds of the sale of the old site would
contribute to the purchase of the new one.
Mr. Brittain was asked to approach the
local authority in obtaining their consent
for the scheme. The Superintendent said
he had written to the Chapel Committee
in regard to a loan of £1,500 and that the
London Mission would pay the interest
on the loan. The Trustees also agreed that
the layout on the rough plans should be
left in the hands of Messrs. G. Brittain,
A.M. Stibbards and J.T. Hayes.

A site purchased
At the annual Trustees meeting on

the 7th February 1947 it was reported that
the contract for the purchase of the site
had been signed and accepted. It was
resolved that the sum of £1,500should be

borrowed from the Midland Bank, Central
Hall, Westminster. Mr. George Brittain
was appointed treasurer of the Special
Fund. By the annual meeting in 1949
donations to the fund amounted to
£533.15.7. Subsequently Mr. Brittain
resigned as one of the joint Trustees of
the Special Fund. By February 1950 the
plans for the new church were submitted
for viewing purposes; and these would be
submitted to the Benfleet Urban District
Council. At a Trustees meeting on the
11thDecember 1950it was announced that
Mr. George Brittain had presented a
picture to the church, and he was asked
to unveil it in the church on Christmas
morning. He died shortly after Christmas.

The matter of the new site was a
protracted subject in the circuit quarterly
meeting. It seemed to reach a climax at a
meeting of the circuit invitation and
finance committee on the 25th February
1952. The Rev. Harold W. Goldhawk,
Superintendent minister, read a letter from
the clerk of the Benfleet Urban District
Council, stating that a licence had been
granted for the erection of a manse at
Thundersley, to be erected and occupied
by the end of 1952. The committee, after
long discussion, agreed to recommend to
the localTrustees that they accept the offer
of the building licence for a fourth manse
in the circuit, and that the manse be built.
H was further agreed that the present
manse should be sold in due course. The
recommendations were duly accepted by
the quarterly meeting. The invitation and
finance committee, at a meeting on the
7th July 1952was told that a tender had
been accepted for the building of the
manse for £2,880, and the sale of the
present manse was being negotiated for
£2,000. The Wesley Trust had offered a
loan of up to £1,500 at a low rate of
interest, to enable work on the new manse
to begin. A stone-laying ceremony was



arranged for the 27th September 1952.
Thus the desire to have a minister
stationed at Thundersley was fulfilled.

The point of no return
It may seem a considerable leap to

the point in 1988 when the decision was
reached to think seriously about the need
for new premises. For many years the
small group of Methodists, by putting first
things first had enabled a fruitful work to
be maintained in increasingly dilapidated
premises. Their condition was described
in a document prepared to justify
embarking on a major building project.
The church, seating 120, vestry and
cloakrooms were the original, erected in
1924. In the 1940's a main hall, stage and
slip room were added and in the 1960's,
as we have seen, the Hall of Youth was
added. Thus the buildings formed a line,
one behind the other, including a
Fellowship room and kitchen which linked
the original church building to the main
hall. The buildings covered exactly half
the plot.

The assessment of the condition of
the buildings in 1988 was depressing.
There were inherent problems such as
faulty valley gutterings and flat roofs. The
tile roof of the main building required
extensive repairs and the walls showed
signs of damp penetration. The walls
throughout showed signs of condensation,
and were only 5 inches thick without
cavity, thus providing little insulation. Rot
had affected areas of woodwork and
timbers, and some floors were likely to be
condemned as dangerous. The remainder
of the premises were showing similar signs
of deterioration. When a survey of the
buildings was made the cost of restoration
and redecoration was estimated as £30,000.
Consideration had to be given to selling
the spare land to pay for the essential

works to be carried out. The conclusion
reached was that even after spending such
an amount the church would be left with
sub-standard property, and it was felt
preferable to invest the capital in a new
building. Not only would a new building
be more economical to run, but it would
be more attractive to the local community,
and provide more suitable accommodation
for the church's worship and work.

The project was an enormous
undertaking for a small church of between
thirty and forty members. There were
some people in the circuit who had
misgivings about the scheme, particularly
in relation to the site. It was hemmed in
behind a large factory building and
overlooked by another opposite the main
entrance. From the point of view of public
awareness, it was virtually invisible.
Approaches were made to the developer
who had acquired the factory site, to
discover whether they would make an
offer for the church site. This was a
fruitless enquiry. What Thundersley
Methodists didn't know, and at the time
neither did the factory owners, was that
in a relatively short time both factory sites
were being sold for housing development.
Large blocks of pleasant flats were erected.
This means tha t the new church forms a
feature in harmony with the development.
It is also placed in a position to minister
to a considerable additional community to
the one it was planned to serve in the first
instance.

Since we are concerned with history,
it is important to record the justification
which was presented in securing the
necessary consents to proceed. The area
is known as New Thundersley, to
distinguish it from the old village, some
two miles away. The area served by the
church is bounded to the west by the
A130, to the north by the A127 London
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Arterial Road, to the east by "Bread and
Cheese" Hill and to the south by the A13
London Road. The western and northern
boundaries mark the edges of the built-
up area, but in the minds of the people
living in the neighbourhood, the A13and
"Bread and Cheese" Hill define the
boundaries of this community. The area
is densely populated, and has continued
by in-filling and the building of new
estates, to attract more people into the
area. First-time buyers make up a fair
proportion of the residents, so that it is a
somewhat mobile population. This gives
importance to those community
institutions, such as schools and churches,
which establish continuity. Within the
boundaries defined there are only three
churches, St. George's Anglican Church,
the Salvation Army and Thundersley
Methodist. The old parish church of St.
Peter's and aCongregational church lie just
outside the boundaries, as does the Roman
Catholic church which serves the whole
of Thundersley and South Benfleet. The
nearest Methodist Churches are at
Hadleigh, two and a half miles away and
Benfleet a mile and a half away. Both these
churches serve large and distinct
communities. The Methodists at
Thundersley believed that Wesley's
injunction about going "to those who need
you most", was one they must observe.
Contemplating the building of a new
church meant they knew why they were
there.

No turning back
In 1988,when the decision was taken,

the membership of the church was 33with
an average congregation of 30, consisting
of people with an average age of
approximately forty-four. A recital of the
church's activities, illustrates what can be
achieved by a small company of people

with the right degree of commitment.
Church members ran a play group three
mornings a week, catering for 24 children
including referrals from the DHSS. On
two evenings a week the Girls' Brigade,
consisting of 40 members of various ages,
met; the captain being a church member.
The group included the District band
which met weekly for rehearsals. The Cub
Scout group of 24 members, though not
led by church members, was fully
integrated into the life of the church. After
being without leaders for tWo years the
15 Scouts in the troop met weekly. A
church-run youth club had ten to fifteen
members meeting weekly. The Sunday
school had been sustained since 1924. A
new venture reported in 1988was ayouth
fellowship, shared with the Benfleet
church. For older age groups there was
an "After eight club", open to all ladies,
with a membership of 40, who alternate
weeks met for keep-fit. Another 40 senior
citizens met weekly and had recently been
awarded a certificate by the County
Council in recognition of 50 years of
community service. Finally, a small group
of seven people met weekly for Bible
study. It is not surprising that, over the
years, several Local Preachers have corne
from the membership and three
candidates for the ministry.

Having decided to embark on the
building of new premises, the church
council instructed Bernard Gooding of the
Goodrow consultancy of Rayleigh to
prepare a finished scheme. Copies of this
were sent to the Superintendent minister
and the minister in pastoral charge of
Thundersley, the Rev. Robert Richards.
The instructions from the church council
were that a new church should seat fifty
people, a hallto seat over one hundred, a
vestry and necessary kitchen, toilets and
small committee room and car parking for
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at least eight to ten cars. The original plan
prepared was to leave a site large enough
for one dwelling adjacent to the factory,
but it was pointed out that the position of
the house and the church could be
reversed. This in fact, is what was done.

A church building property
committee was set up. The early meetings
of this committee in May 1988 were
concerned with approving the plans
prepared by Bernard Gooding, the
architect and submitting them to the
church council. When the committee met
on the 15th July 1988 it was reported that
the re-dawn draft plans had been
approved by the church council.
Permission to sell the site adjacent to the
proposed church had been given by the
District Policy Committee. The
representa tives from the Dis trict had
queried the land valuation of £70,000, but
subsequen tly a revised plot had been
approved for sale by auction. Itwas noted
that the Property Division normally took
15 per cent of the proceeds of the land
sale, but the Superintendent reported that
his request for this to be waived had been
accepted and a letter to this effect was on
file. An appeal leaflet was produced to be
sent to various Trusts within the Methodist
Church and beyond. The intention was
to raise sufficient initially for the scheme
to be put to the circuit, the District and
the Property Division by October 1989.

Costing and consents
At a meeting of the building

committee on the 9th November 1988 the
Rev. Robert Richards reported on the
revised grant procedures in the Methodist
Church. These provided for £40 per
member to be deducted from the total
amount to be raised and 10 per cent of
the balance was the grant. There was also

provision for discretionary grants. When
the building committee met in January
1989 it was reported that Tarmac, having
secured planning permission for the
adjacent site, were no longer interested
in acquiring church land, in which they
had shown an initial interest. Demolition
of the existing property had began and
scaffolding had encroached on the church
site. A letter was sent to Tarmac
expressing the church council's
dissatisfaction and seeking assurance that
once construction had begun the true
boundaries would be respected. Plans for
the intended four flats on the church site
were due to go before the local Planning
Committee on the 16th January. A
meeting of the building committee on the
18th January was informed that planning
consent had been granted for the sale of
the plot of land. Bernard Gooding
presented sketches of the proposed church
building which with minor alterations
were approved. In July the church was
informed that District approval had been
given to the scheme, and a
recommendation made for this to be put
in hand immediately, with the intention
of completion by 1990. By the time the
building committee met on the 7th
September 1989 over £16,000 had been
raised of which £4,000 had been paid for
architect's fees. Revised estimates of
building costs indicated a figure of about
£200,000. It was agreed that the aim
should be to commence building on the
1st June 1990 and for the final service in
the old chapel to be held on the 27th May
1989.

A crucial meeting of the building
committee was held on the 17th October
1989. The architect had informed the
church that if the date of the 1st June for
commencing work was to be sustained the
final decision to proceed would have to
be made by the 1st January 1990. Bernard
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Gooding had provided revised estimates
of costs -

Building £216,318
Inflation £ 15,791
Fees £ 25,000
VAT £ 3,000
(services not construction)
Total £261,000
The Rev. Bob Richards had received

an estimate from estate agents on the
current value of the site to be sold, which
was between £40,000 and £45,000. This
was considerably less that had at first been
envisaged, but took account of the fall in
property values nationwide. Given the
new estimates and the fact that the church
would be left with £151,000 to find, and
bearing in mind that the Property Division
expected the church to raise no more that
£1,000 per member, it was unlikely that
the division would give permission for the
scheme to proceed. Various options were
discussed. It was agreed to postpone a
church council meeting arranged for the
26th October to the 20th November.

In preparation for this meeting the
building committee met on the 13th
November when the Rev. Bob Richards
reported on conversations he had had with
the Rev. George Hardman, the District
property secretary and a former quantity
surveyor, who had made some
suggestions as to how the scheme might
be modified. Bernard Gooding had been
told that the budget figure was now
beyond the church's reach and could not
be pursued. His response was to
endeavour to secure planning consent for
a larger scheme on the plot to be sold and
to make some adjustments to the plans
for the church. To assist with advice the
Superintendent minister, the Rev. Arthur
Crozier and one or two representatives
from the circuit, attended, a meeting on
the 16th November when various

suggestions were made to improve the
chance of the scheme going ahead.
Prospects seemed brighter when the
building committee met on the 14th
December. The Rev. Bob Richards
reported that after conversation with
members of the London committee the
potential for grants had increased form
£25,000 to £64,000. Tomeet this possibility
the church would have to raise £82,000
and the sale of the site realise £80,000. If
these targets could be reached, it was
estimated that there would still be a
shortfall of some £30,000.

Responses to the appeal
By May 1990 the building committee

had received some encouragement from
the appeal to individuals and churches in
the circuit. The fund stood at £35,610.69
and as a result of the circuit appeal a
further £16,000 had been promised. The
Chairman of the District, the Rev. Brian
Galliers, had promised to secure one grant
increased from £2,000 to £10,000. Bernard
Gooding reported that the quantity
surveyor had now agreed that the original
estimate of £258,000 might be reduced to
£220,000. The aim to commence building
in 1990 was not realised. The sale of the
land proved difficult and applications for
grants took time. However, at a meeting
of the building committee on the 26th
March 1991 it was reported that there was
£60,578.57 in hand and total monies
available £147,578.47. Moreover, five
quotations had been received ranging
£249,762.14 to £188,021.00. When these
had been adjusted in consultation with the
quantity surveyor it was agreed that the
tender of Haynes and Smith should be
accepted. An offer from Rona's the estate
agents of £38,000 for the site to be sold
was not accepted. This decision was also
affected by a possible offer from the
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Southend circuit. This was confirmed at
a meeting on the 23rd Apri11991 when it
was learned that £67,000would be made
available form the Circuit Advance fund.
In the event only £45,000 was taken up.
This meant that the land was not needed
to be sold, especially when land values
had fallen. Arrangements were made for
the final service in the chapel to be on the
12th May 1991 and work commence on
the 14th May.

Temporary accommodation had to be
found for Sunday services and weekday
activities. Arrangements were made with
the Salvation Army for the use of their
hall on London Road nearly opposite to
the entrance to Kennington Avenue. The
only other room available was a small
kitchen which had to serve as the vestry
and the Sunday school. The various
weekday activities found homes in other
halls.

The building committee proceeded to
have regular meetings to review progress,
and to make decisions on such details as
colour schemes, design of chairs,
furnishings such as the pulpit and
Communion rail and the sound system.
As early as September 1991, though the
building work had begun well, a problem
had arisen with the timbers. An
independent assessor from TRADA had
inspected the building on the 17th
September and his report was awaited. At
the building committee on the 23rd
September, Bernard Gooding explained
the background to the problem. There
were two options, either to perform
corrective action immediately by replacing
all defective timbers; or to allow the timber
to dry further, complete the building and
correct later by the injection of glue. The
meeting preferred the first option.
Bernard Gooding advised that all
payments to the builder of the frame had

been stopped. With the current state of
the building trade anyone of the three
firms involved could declare themselves
to be bankrupt. However, the penalty
clause would have to be invoked and
additional expenses claimed. It was
believed that corrective action would take
about three months. When the committee
met on the 14th November Bernard
Gooding reported that the timber suppliers
were not prepared to accept the TRADA
report. The advice from the Property
Division was to appoint a solicitor who
was expert in Contract Law and
recommended Gatelee and Goldsmith of
Ipswich, who were duly appointed.

Problems faced and overcome
Records were kept of additional

expenses and presented to the builders.
These, together with other requirements,
were not acceptable to them. Following a
series of solicitor's letters it was decided
to hold a site meeting on the 5th February
1993 with all parties represented. The
outcome was that the builders would pay
£7,500for the penalty clause, the suppliers
would carry out the repairs at no extra
cost and the builders would pay 50 per
cent of the additional professional fees.
It had been hoped to open the church at
Easter, but to ensure that "no corners
would be cut" the opening was arranged
for the 9th May 1993. This was further
delayed to the 29th May. As this date
approached the building committee met
on the 20th April when it was reported
that the funds raised to date were
£103,611.04. The estimate of the final
account had been received which was
£186,500,less the penalty of £7,500for late
delivery. This meant that £179,500 was
left to pay against the original tender of
£188,021. There would be additional costs
for fencing, gates, the Cross and the
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pulpit.

The official opening was an occasion
of great thanksgiving. Toaccommodate a
congregation representative of the circuit,
places were allocated to each church. The
service was led by the minister who had
guided the scheme to its conclusion, the
Rev. Bob Richard and the Circuit
Superintendent the Rev. Arthur Crozier
and the Secretary of the London North
East District, the Rev. Michael Hayman.
When the beginnings of Methodism in
Thundersley are recalled, the story of its
progress is one of vision and commitment.
Any doubts that some people had about
developing on the original site have been
dispelled, as the church is now seen
surrounded by residential property. The
premises look like a church, though its
facilities are suitable for community
activities as well as worship. Within the
first year of its opening the morning
congregation fills the sanctuary and new
people are finding it a church to which
they can belong.
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Before his death in 1994, Laurie
Gage, a Local Preacher and much
more, in the Southend and Leigh
Circuit, discussed with the Rev.
George Thompson Brake the
importance of producing a history
of Methodism in the Southend
and Leigh area. Laurie Gage was
a second-hand religious book-
seller, with a business that
extended worldwide. His
knowledge of Methodism was
phenomenal. He had a close
relationship with George
Thompson Brake, who, for his
major historical works, including
Pol icy and Politics in British
Methodism 1932 to 1982, was
elected a Fellow of the Royal
Historical Society. In planning this
history it was decided to produce
it in a series, which at this paint
in time, 1994, is an on-going
exercise.
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